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Introduction. Let iX, p) be a metric space and let / be a mapping

of X into X. The mapping/ is said to be e-contractive, if there exists

an e>0 such that p(/x, fy) <p(x, y) whenever 0<p(x, y) <e. Among

the results established by M. Edelstein in [2] were the following:

1.1. If A7- is a compact metric space and / an e-contractive mapping

on X, then there exists a periodic point £ (i.e., for some positive

integer k,_/*(£) =£).

1.2. If in addition, X is e-chainable, then £ is a unique fixed point

and £ = lim„_M/n(x) for each xEX.

It is the purpose of this note to point out that these results can be

extended to the more general setting of uniform spaces. Toward this

end there are listed, in 1.3 through 1.6, some definitions and results

from [l], which will be referred to later.

Let iX, 11) be a uniform space and let (B be a basis for the uniform-

ity. (See Kelley [4, Chapter 6].)

1.3. 03 is said to be ample if whenever (x, y)E UE<&, there exists

a WE<S> for which (x, y)EWEWE U.
1.4. A function /: X—+X is said to be weakly (B-contractive, if

ifx, fy) E U whenever (x, y) G UE (B.
1.5. A function /: X—>X is said to be weakly (B-expansive if

(x, y)EU whenever ifx, fy) E UE ®.
1.6. Let (B be an open, ample basis for the totally bounded Haus-

dorff uniform space iX, 11) and let / map X onto X. If / is weakly

(B-contractive then / is also weakly (B-expansive. (See [l, Theorem

2.1].)
As a historical note, it should be pointed out that the metric ver-

sion of -1.6 was obtained by Edrei [3] and an extension similar to 1.6

was obtained by Rhodes [5] for uniform spaces.

In addition we introduce the following definitions.

1.7. Let iX, 11) be a uniform space and let (B be a basis for CU.

A function /: X-*X is said to be (B-contractive, provided that for

each UE<$> and (x, y)EU (x^y) there exists a WE<$> such that

ifx, fy)EWEU and (x, y) G W.
1.8. Let <B be a basis for the uniformity for a space X and let

[/G®. Then a Z7-chain is any finite set of points xo, Xi, • • • , xn in

X such that (x,_i, x¿) G U, i = 1, 2, • • • ,n. We shall say in such a case

that xo and x„ are joined by a [/-chain.
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The principal result of this paper is stated next.

1.9. Theorem. Let (X, <U) be a Hausdorff uniform space and let

03 be an open ample basis for the uniformity of X. If f: X-+X is fa-

contractive and is such that the image of X under some iterate of f is

compact, then

(a) The set of periodic points in X is a nonempty finite set

A = {xo, Xi, • • • , x„} so that for some positive integer p, fp(xi) =x¿ for

each Xi in A. Furthermore, for each x in X, there exists an x,£^4 such

that limn*.„fpn(x) =x¿.

(b) Suppose X is U-chainable, t/£03. Then A reduces to a single

point. [Hence f possesses a unique fixed point xo and for each xEX,

lim„<00/n(x)=xo.]

2. Proof of Theorem 1.9. Theorem 1.9 will be established by prov-

ing a sequence of lemmas, in each of which X is taken to be a compact

Hausdorff uniform space and / a continuous mapping of X into X.

Define X = X0, A„=/(X„_i) for «=1, 2, • • • and ^4=HAn. Since

{Xn: « = 0, 1, • • • } is a nested sequence of nonempty compact sets,

it follows that A is also a nonempty compact set.

2.1. f(A)=A.
The straightforward proof of 2.1 is omitted.

2.2. If 63 is an open ample basis and /: A—>A is 03-contractive,

then A consists of a finite number of points.

Proof. The collection of sets 63*= { UC\iA XA): UE®} forms

an open ample basis for the relative uniformity of A. Hence the re-

striction of / to .4,/| ^4, is 03*-contractive and hence weakly (^-con-

tractive. Since A is compact, A is complete and totally bounded. By

1.6, /| A is also weakly 03*-expansive. Let f/£(B*. Then for distinct

x and y in A, one has (x, y) E U- For if this were not the case, there

would exist a IFGG3* such that IFC U, (x, y)E U- W and (/x, fy)
EW. But since/ is also weakly 03*-expansive, (x, y) must be in IF.

This, however, is a contradiction.

Let U be any element in 63*. Then f/[x] = {y: (x, y)EU} is an

open set in the relative topology of A. By the previous paragraph,

the set U[x] contains only x. Since A is compact there exists a finite

number of sets of the form U[x] with xEA, which cover A. Thus A

is a finite set.

2.3. With the same hypothesis as in 2.2, there exists a positive

integer p such that fp(a)=a lor each aEA. Furthermore, every

periodic point of / is in A.

The results follow easily from the fact that A is a finite set and

f(A) = A.
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2.4. Under the same hypothesis as in 2.2, the sequence

|/pn(X): w = 0, 1, 2, • • • } converges to some element of A.

Proof. Let x be any cluster point of the sequence {/p"(x) :

n= 1, 2, 3, • • • }. The point x must be an element of A. For if not,

there exists an wo for which x EX i for all i 2: no. Since X^is closed, there

exists a FG<B such that V[x]C\Xni> = 0. But V[x] contains infinitely

many points of the form {/pn(x)} giving a desired contradiction. To

show that lim/p"(x) = x, let i/G(B. There exists an n such that

(x, fpnix))E U. Since fp is also (B-contractive and fix) =x one has

(x, f*<n+»(x)) G U. Hence lim fpn{x) = x.

2.5. Suppose, in addition to the hypothesis of 2.4, X is /7-chain-

able. Then A consists of a single point. Hence / possesses a unique

fixed point.

Proof. Suppose (x, y)EUE<$>. Then by 1.3, there exists a FG(B

such that (x, y) G FC FC U. From 1.4, it follows that ifnix),f"iy))

EV for n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and from the proof of 2.4 it follows that

(lim,,./""(*), lining f"iy))E VÍ\iA XA) Q UÍ\iA XA). By making
use of this, it is easy to show that if X is [/-chainable, so is A. But

by the argument as in the proof of 2.2, A can only be [/-chainable

if A consists of a single point.

2.6. If A consists of a single point a, then limn,M/"(x) =a.

Proof. 2.6 follows from the proof of 2.4 upon setting p = l.
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